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H owdy D8 Friends!

As I write this article in mid-February, it’s 
pouring down rain outside, while just an hour or 
so north of us they’re experiencing snow and ice. 
But hey, spring’s just over a month away!

Show season is now underway in D8, but 
things will really pick up in March. Rabbits and 
cavies will be on the road almost every weekend.

Elsewhere in this issue you’ll see several flyers 
promoting the D8 Youth Workshops that have 
been finalized so far for the 2020 Spring Series. 
And yes, there are still more to come! To answer 
some questions I’m commonly asked on these 
workshops…Yes, these workshops are primarily 
for D8 youth, but youth from across the entire 
ARBA are welcome. Yes, adults are welcome; I 
just ask that all youth attending are given priority 
space. And no, pre-registration is not required, 
and there is no fee. Simply show up, learn, and 
enjoy! While we can’t get every single workshop 
recorded, the D8 Web Team and I do attempt 
to record as many as possible. We then place 
those on the D8 Youtube Channel called ARBA 
D8 Website so that they’re available to everyone. 
And if we’re recording them, we also try to take 
them LIVE on Facebook. These workshops are 
normally held in conjunction with local shows 
and begin around 45 minutes before judging 
starts at 8:15 AM, although it can vary depending 
on circumstances. There is no cost to the host 
club, only the use of a judging table before 
judging begins. The event flyers will state the 
start time. The workshops normally run around 
20 minutes although that can very depending 
on the topic and amount of questions asked. If 
you’re planning to attend a show that features a 
workshop, I encourage you to stop by and take 
advantage of this great learning opportunity!

The ISRBA will be holding their State 
Convention in Danville, IN on February 22-23. 
This is a relatively new location for them, and I’m 

excited to see it. 
Please check out 
further details at 
www.isrba.com. 

The MSRBA 
State Convention 
will be taking 
place in Lansing, 
MI on February 
28 – March 1. 
As normal, the 
annual rabbit 
school will take 
place on Friday, February 28. A flyer for that is 
available elsewhere in this issue. There is no 
official judges conference there this year. Check 
out their website at www.msrba.net for further 
details. 

The OSRBA Mini Convention will take place 
May 1-3 in Columbus, OH. For further information 
on this event, please check out their website at 
www.osrba.net. This event always includes two 
large commercial shows.

An official judges conference will be held in 
conjunction with the OSRBA Mini Convention on 
Friday, May 1 from 6:00 – 9:00 PM. Check out 
the preliminary agenda listed elsewhere in this 
issue. Judges, please remember you need to 
be present for the entire event and sign both in 
and out in order to receive credit for attendance. 
While the primary purpose of a judges conference 
is for the continuing education of our judges, 
they are open to all interested members. Are you 
a registrar planning to work toward your judge 
license…or a youth preparing to participate in 
the various youth contests? If so, this is a great 
opportunity to learn!

I am attempting to schedule a judge exam in 
the first and/or second quarters of this year. If 
you’re a registrar that’s eligible and interested, 
please contact me ASAP. Per ARBA guidelines, 
there must be at least two applicants before an 

 Director’s Message

http://www.isrba.com
http://www.msrba.net
http://www.osrba.net.
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exam may be scheduled, and an exam can only 
be administered once per quarter per district. If 
you need an application to become either a judge 
or registrar, please contact the ARBA office, and 
they can begin the process for you.

I continue to receive some questions over 
the new rare breed sanction. This is a specialty 
sanction. All-breed clubs are not required to 
purchase a rare breed sanction; however, if they 
wish to hold a rare breed show, then they are free 
to purchase this sanction in addition to their all-
breed sanction. Let’s use Silver Martens as an 
example. Should Exhibitor Smith compete at a 
double all-breed show that is also sponsoring a 
rare breed show AND a Silver Marten specialty 
show, then her Martens could show four times 
that day. When a Best In Show is selected in a 
specialty show such as a rare breed show, it is 
actually a BISS (Best In Specialty Show) and 
may receive a leg. However, selecting Reserve 
In Specialty Show is not mandated and is not 
eligible for a leg if selected. Holding a rare breed 
show is an option for clubs, not a requirement. 
Also, Standard Chinchillas were inadvertently 
left off the list of breeds able to compete as a 
rare breed. So to clarify, Standard Chinchillas 
are indeed on the rare breed list supplied to the 
ARBA.

March 1 is rapidly approaching, and that is the 
end of the grace period for clubs to renew their 
ARBA charter. Please, if you haven’t renewed yet, 
do so RIGHT AWAY as we don’t want to lose a 
single club. Charters may be renewed online now 
at www.arba.net. 

I’d like to again promote the D8 Website. If 
you haven’t visited it recently, please stop by and 
take a look. It’s located at www.arbadistricts.
net/district/8. Webmaster Jane and I work hard 
to keep it updated with what our members want 
and need. I ask everyone to help me get the word 
out about this monthly e-newsletter. Members 
simply need to register on the D8 Website…and 
they’ll start receiving the e-newsletter when the 
next issue is sent.

District 8 chartered clubs are again invited 
to submit their upcoming show flyers to us for 
listing on the D8 Website. In today’s world few 

things are free, but this publicity sure is! Along 
these same lines, clubs are also encouraged to 
send in a Club Spotlight Article. The purpose of 
this article is to help clubs promote themselves 
in a positive manner to prospective members and 
exhibitors…including such things as club history, 
officers, meeting dates/locations, membership 
fees, show information, etc. Flyers and articles 
may be submitted to arbad8website@gmail.
com. Judges and registrars may also email this 
address with their request to be listed on the D8 
Website. Once more…this is all FREE!

Adult members are encouraged to speak 
with their state/provincial representatives at the 
shows they attend. And likewise, youth members 
are welcome to speak with their state/province’s 
representative to the D8 Youth Advisory Council 
plus the D8 Youth Rep.

In the near future, I will be contacting the adult 
youth leaders of the official state/provincial 
teams of D8 to make funds available to them 
which can help in preparing for ARBA Convention 
competition. While the funds are limited, the 
money available from the educational budget 
may help purchase an additional SOP, assist with 
copying expenses, etc. All the groups need to do 
is complete, sign, and return the supplied form by 
the deadline. 

Our good friend, Ontario Provincial/Cavy 
Rep, Mary Lou Eisel, reminds us that the Otter 
American Cavy will be official to show on April 1, 
and the standard will be in the next upcoming DR 
issue. Congratulations, cavy friends!

With show season about to become busy, I’d like 
to again stress the importance of volunteering at 
the shows you attend. Most clubs will appreciate 
someone offering to help sort cards, maybe 
even assisting at the entry table, and of course 
writing for the judges. We all want our shows to 
run smoothly and end in a timely manner…well, 
volunteering certainly goes a long way to help 
this happen.

Most local clubs run with a bare minimum 
number of active members. Please, consider 
joining the local club in your area and take an 
active role. Not sure if there’s a club in your area? 
Please visit the ARBA website at www.arba.net, 

http://www.arba.net. 
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and there is a search option available there. And 
if there’s no club in your area, I’ll be happy to 
speak with you about how to form one.

Friends, I look forward to seeing you as our 
Spring Show Season heats up here in D8. Should 
we not meet in person, I’m but a phone call or 
email away. I may be reached by phone at 937-
364-2133 or by email at havanaman@earthlink.
net. I can’t always guarantee you the answer you 
may want, but I will research the issue and give 
you an honest answer.

Best wishes on the Spring Show Circuit!
Take care,
Terry Fender
ARBA D8 Director

Friends, 
I’m sorry to announce the passing of former 
longtime ARBA judge, Phil Macy. He was formerly 
of Ohio but moved to Arizona upon retiring 
from banking. Phil was a popular figure on the 
judging scene for many, many years. He was 
dedicated to the hobby and loved to spend time 
talking. He was an excellent judge for applicants 
to work under as he was very good at locating 
disqualifications. Phil was a good friend to so 
many across the ARBA. He was 89.
Terry

G reetings from cyberspace!

Included in this issue are flyers for all the D8 
Youth Workshops that Terry has set at this time. 
All flyers are also on the website. If you would like 
a copy to share at an event, you can find them 
included with the show listing for the show where 
the workshop is held. We are also putting together 
a flyer that will list all upcoming workshops. Look 
for that on display at a show near you. 

We include on the website all show flyers that 
are sent to us. Please, if you are a part of a club 
hosting a show in our District, send me your flyer. 
We continually get requests for show information. 
Totally free advertising. It is our way of assisting 
our clubs to have successful shows. Email to: 
arbad8website@gmail.com

I continue to plug away at the reconstruction 
of the D8 website. It is not an easy process and 
sometimes when the coding doesn’t work, you 
scrap it and go a different route. I understand 
how important it is to have a website that is 
easy to navigate and loads quickly. Studies have 
shown that if a web page does not load within 15 
seconds, the visitor leaves. We certainly do not 
want visitors to leave but browse the many items 
we have to offer.

As I have stated before, this is your newsletter 
and we want it to contain items of interest to our 
members and those from other Districts that are 
on the mailing list. If you have an idea for an article 
swirling around in your head, type it up and send 
it to me. You can also just type it into the body of 
an email. 

Until next issue, may your nest boxes be full of 
potential winners and the competitions be friendly 
and enjoyable. 
Jane

 “Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The 
most certain way to succeed is always to try just 
one more time.” 

                                  Thomas Edison

 Editor/Web Message

 In Memoriam

mailto:arbad8website%40gmail.com?subject=
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Lorem ipsum

Kim Weems 
        ARBA Judge

DETAILS

The Great D8
Youth Workshop

The Satin Angora

February 22, 2020 - Canton, OH
8:15 AM

Stark County R & CBA Show

Providing Youth 
Educational Opportunities

Frederick, MD
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D8 YOUTH Workshop

Market/Commercial
          Classes

April 4, 2020 - 8:15 AM
Golden Priarie RBA - Lafayette, IN

Caleb Thomas
ARBA Judge

ARBA Commercial 
Committee
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Cavy: Colors & TerminologyCavy: Colors & Terminology

May 9, 2020  -   8:15 AM
Heart of MI/Saginaw Valley Show - Chesaning, MI

Mary Lou Eisel - 
ARBA Cavy Judge     Ontario, Canada

D8 Youth Workshop
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Tom Berger

ARBA Judge

Chairperson:
ARBA Youth Committee

June 14, 2020 
Lima RBA -  8:15 AMLima RBA -  8:15 AM
Wapakoneta, OHWapakoneta, OH

For More Information: 
www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/

D8 D8 YouthYouth Workshop Workshop

ARBA ARBA 
ShowmanshipShowmanship 
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Ontario Ontario 
I decided to write this after reading some posts about 

Ontario’s 2 rabbit clubs--( for what its’s worth ??) 
Ontario Canada has the best of both worlds when it 

comes to rabbit and cavy shows . We have the Dominion 
Club and the ARBA sanctioned clubs . Both have great 
judges ,great exhibitors ,great education - great shows 
!! In both groups you do not have to be a member to 
participate in a show BUT you do have to be a member 
to collect sweepstake points etc -everyone is welcome 
to come out and enjoy the hobby.

Dominion club have their own judges that take turns 
judging their shows. They do not require tattoos and 
focus on the breeders.  ARBA only have a couple of 
Ontario Judges so makes it necessary to hire such 
judges from the USA .Most USA judges are more then 
happy to come to judge a Ontario show and so most 
have very competitive bids. They will even stay with a 
club member in their home to save the club on hotel 
cost and I believe they work the cost of fuel into their 
bid ??? Most of them are breeders and bring rabbits 
to show in the shows that they are not judging -the 
entry fee is taken off their bid making them even more 
affordable. The ARBA clubs do require the rabbits 
to be tattooed and of course follow the ARBA breed 
standard.

The cost of entry fees to show I believe are the same 
ranging from $3.00 a rabbit to $3.50 making it possible 
to be able to enjoy both clubs equality .ARBA clubs do 
not jack up the price of entry because they hire USA 
judges .

The Dominion club hold a lot of their shows at fair 
venues .The ARBA club mostly rents a facility to hold 
their events .this for sure can be expensive to a club .

Fair shows( my opinion) can be costly to the exhibitor 
-usually a fee is charged to be a fairboard member or a 
cost at the gate is charge to enter the fair, food costs 
and midway costs can also add up ( unless you are 
not a soft touch with the kids like me) LOL and could 
involve parking ( Royal) and of coarse must stay out of 
the beer tent LOL .

Food at ARBA shows usually provided by the club 
and profit is depended on to help cover show costs 
- but of coarse there is the raffle table ( favorite. with 
the kids again) but monies also go to cover show costs .

Dominion clubs do manage to hold a lot of their 
shows in a smaller radius then ARBA clubs -making it 
easier for and less travel for most of their members- 
ARBA shows can cover a large area of the province as a 
whole making travel a issue for exhibitors . Both clubs 
provide wonderful prizes to the winners .Most ARBA 
members that I know do not just show to build on 
their points for the year -rather they come out to enjoy 
the hobby ( but of coarse who can deny celebrating 
a great win) or getting that 3rd leg so you can grand 
champion a rabbit !!!! Both have a great youth program 
that educates the youth and prepares them so they 
can enjoy and advance within the hobby

Both club members have exceptional rabbits and 
cavy and all breed to their clubs standard of perfection.

There are many (Cross overs)!!! in the hobby that 
enjoy showing with both of the provinces clubs !!!!!!  
Myself being one.

It’s great fun to enjoy making new and getting 
together with old friends .

I believe Ontario Canada breeders are VERY fortunate 
to have both of these options available to us in our 
rabbit and cavy hobby in our province and that we can 
really learn and benefit from them both.

Lets hope for lots of CROSS OVERS in the future - 
and become a AWESOME FORCE in the world of show 
rabbits and cavy .After all we are ALL the same  ( in love 
with our rabbits ,cavy -our hobby. )

Betty Fletcher
Gold Creek Rabbitry
ARBA district 8 Rep.
President Forest City Rabbit Breeders Club
President of OC of RC
Dominion Club member
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Social Media - 
Protecting Our Hobby and Our Youth

What steps do you take to protect your rabbitries and 
your children from issues associated with social media 

sites like Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram & TikTok
My kids aren’t allowed to be on 

social media. The two older girls 
share a cell phone and they aren’t 
allowed to use apps that have a 
social aspect. They can text their 
friends and family, but they know I 
look at the phone so they have to 
watch their words. Youtube is tricky, 
because you have to be aware of the 
videos AND it has message boards/
chat but there’s a message history 
so I can see what they’ve posted 
or if people are saying things back 
to them. I have the privacy settings 
as high as they’ll go. Being in the 
school, I feel like Snapchat and 
TikTok are the worst apps for kids. 
One has asked for TikTok and I said 
absolutely not. 

I have an app called Google Family 
that monitors my kids’ phone. They 
have to get permission to install 
apps and it monitors the time spent 
on each app. It also allows me to 
track their location. It is one of the 
hardest things about parenting. SD

The girls have do have Snapchat. 
But they are only allowed to have 
people that I approve of texting 
back-and-forth with them. I also 
have the child settings put on those 
and I check it every day.  They 
currently have their siblings and 
Grandma‘s and a friends daughter. 
They watch you tube and you tube 
kid’s videos but just free ones and 
I have the YouTube set up so it 
limits content. They can’t post or 
talk to anyone.  At some point we 
just have to trust we are spending 
enough time with our kids to teach 
them right from wrong and how to 
be safe. BB

We don’t allow our kids to have 
social media. It’s just a policy in our 
house. When they are old enough to 
pay their own phone/internet bills 

then they are more than welcome 
to have social media. We also have 
Covenant Eyes installed on their 
devices and although it doesn’t 
protect against everything I some 
what have an idea of sites they are 
visiting and apps they are installing. 
But in the end we are very prayerful 
to God to keep our kids safe from 
predators. JV

So sad, I probably shouldn’t put 
anything on social media as it is 
so easy to obtain information that 
can be harmful. I took photos with 
our daughter off of the fb profile 
and cover photos because they are 
considered public and anyone can 
view them. My fb photos privacy 
settings enable my friends to view 
my posts. My fb friends’ friends 
aren’t able to view my photos 
unless I change the photo settings. 
Lately, I have just sent photos via fb 
pm to people I want to view them. 
I suppose those friends could share 
or save the photos but I haven’t 
had any reason for concern. Our 
daughter has a pm account that I 
view and control who she is able to 
communicate with, mostly family 
and a few of her school friends. 
She video chats with cousins and 
friends she rarely sees in person. JI

I still haven’t come around to letting 
my kid have her own social media 
accounts. She is allowed to surf 
through my Facebook when she 
wants to, but doesn’t have her own 
account. She does have Snapchat, but 
she is only allowed to be connected 
to friends she knows in person. I get 
on her Snapchat periodically to look 
through her friends list. I trust her to 

have appropriate conversations with 
those friends, so I really don’t look 
through her chatting history. She’s 
a pretty mature kid and doesn’t like 
breaking rules, so I give her a little 
privacy within my pretty strict rules  JB

Well, our older children manage 
their own FB accounts but are very 
aware of safety concerns in the 
world of social media.   But there 
are also very good at bringing those 
concerns to us so we can look into 
it further.  With our youngest she 
too brings any concerns to us, but 
we monitor her private messages 
as well as incoming friend requests.   
And nothing is accepted without 
mom and dad’s approval.   It is a 
scary world we live in, parents can 
never be too careful!! CH

Val and I manage all rabbit 
communications together.  When 
we had a Facebook page for Val’s 
rabbitry we kept it private to only 
people we knew and would work 
together on posts and replies.  By 
working on the communications 
together we were making sure we 
were communicating one message 
and I can help Val filter through 
messages and we both review for 
any red flags that raise concern.  
We do not use our address, phone 
or personal email addresses on 
anything and use a rabbitry only 
email for contacts (this email we 
monitor together). BD
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FFA Meat Pen Show
Parke Heritage FFA member Mandy Girdler, along with advisor Shannon Witty, have been working on a 

meat rabbit project the past 3 months. The project consisted of purchasing 2 bred White New Zealand does 
to kindle, (have babies) in December of 2019. The babies were born and raised in the Vet Science depart-
ment at the school. Mandy and Mrs. Witty have been diligently monitoring the nutrition and growth of the 
babies. With a lot of hard work, and precise attention to detail, the babies will make their first appearance 
at a FFA meat rabbit contest, hosted at New Prairie High School on Saturday, February 15th. Two Parke 
Heritage FFA members will be showing a meat pen (which consists of 3 rabbits of the same color,identical 
as possible, not exceeding 5 ½ lbs), and a single fryer, which also cannot exceed 5 ½ lbs.

Parke Heritage FFA thanks the breeders of the babies and the equipment donated for housing the rab-
bits. We learned so much raising meat rabbits! THANK YOU for supporting our chapter: Joy Griffin, Terry 
VanHorn and Dylan Whitmer. This would not be possible without your help and guidance!

As always: thank you to our advisors, Shannon Witty and Lacy Romig for your time and devotion to our 
chapter. 

Congrats to Mandy and Garrett! They received Grand Champion meat pen at the very 1st FFA meat rab-
bit show! They also got 2 and 3rd place with there single fryer! Thank you again to all who helped make this 
possible!
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Yesterday was our FIRST show for the FFA / ARBA project at my school, New Prairie. To compete the 
rabbit must have been bred at the representing FFA chapters school 100 days ago to be the harvest weight 
of 5lbs. The only problem with fur. This weather is crazy. Bit it went pretty smooth and we were happy with 
the outcome. I’m so excited to see where this goes.

Thank you to Dave Hauser for being the judge. Wouldn’t have been able to do it without you. Big thanks 
to Caleb Thomas also for attending and doing a ted talk. Thank you Stephanie Claar too for making these 
beautiful awards. Also thank you to anyone who showed up to support our project.
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IT’S SHOWTIME!
  ARBA ShowsARBA Shows

*** Click on the link  below each state name to go to the page on the D8 website 
for the shows for that state. 

INDIANAINDIANA

https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Indiana.html

MICHIGANMICHIGAN

OHIOOHIO

https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Ohio.html

https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Michigan.html

https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Kentucky.html

https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Ontario.html

ONTARIOONTARIO

KENTUCKYKENTUCKY

https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Indiana.html
https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Ohio.html
https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Michigan.html
https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Kentucky.html
https://www.arbadistricts.net/district/8/Ontario.html


To subscribe, please send your email to:  arbad8website@gmail.com
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